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This highly anticipated debut album is destined for greatness. With introspective lyrics and fresh,

memorable melodies, a new sound comparable to Colplay, John Mayer, and early Radiohead is born. 12

MP3 Songs POP: Today's Top 40, POP: British Pop Details: Daniel Furman started playing guitar around

July of 2002 as a junior in high school and took to it very quickly. Only after a few short weeks he began

writing his first few songs, which grew into many, many more. Shortly after he began writing he started

recording simple mixes which developed into much more complex tracks. In December of 2003, Daniel

graduated a semester early and was also asked to play at the Texas Museum of Art and Music in

Gruene, Texas. With only a weeks notice Daniel gathered together a bass player, Chris Truan, and

drummer, Nico Aguilar. When asked for a band name the group took the name Ascending Clockwise, a

phrase from one of Chris' short stories. The band later took Luke LaBonte as lead guitarist and remained

in this formation until their breakup a few months later. With school over and his new job at the local

music store beginning, Daniel wrote more music and recorded several new tracks, which began his solo

album titled "Let Down". Continuing his experience in music, Daniel performed at several open mics, one

of which was seen by Al Barlow, the director of a local radio show. Impressed with his performance, Al

asked Daniel to appear on a show highlighting local and touring talents. In August of 2004, Daniel

received a phone call from Nico Aguilar about an independent film, which needed to be scored in Corpus

Christi, Texas. In October, Daniel moved to Corpus Christi and completed the soundtrack, after which, he

recorded his second album called "Transit" which was meant to be for the group Ascending Clockwise,

which both Nico and Daniel planned to start back up again. They later found a bassist, Danny Salinas,

followed by a guitarist, Wes Morrow, but after a couple shows the band decided to call it quites again do

to everyone moving to different places. Daniel now lives it New Braunfels, Tx, where he continues his
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solo career. All songs were written, arranged, and produced by Daniel Furman. Musical Influences

Include: Bob Dylan, Sting, The Beatles, Coldplay, Radiohead, Dave Matthews, U2, Bjork, REM,

Smashing Pumpkins, Sublime, Nirvana, Red Hot Chili Peppers, Jimmie Hendrix, 311, Live, Bush, Guster,

Weezer and many more.
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